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George Billis Gallery is pleased to welcome Tom Goldenberg 
and his work to the New York location. This exhibtion will run 
from December 16th, 2014 to January 24th, 2015. The opening 
reception will be held at the gallery located at 525 West 26th 
Street between 10th and 11th avenues on Thursday, December 
18th from 6-8 pm. 

“These are paintings not pictures”

This observation was made by a visitor to my studio after view-
ing my recent paintings.It’s a an important distinction to con-
sider as we are inundated with virtual images without body or 
weight. As a friend described:  ‘Painting is something different  

  entirely.  A painting is a singular entity whose character is inextricable 
from ts material means. A picture describes and describes only. A painting describes and—how does one put it, 
exactly? A painting is.” My paintings thrive in this distinction.  

My paintings are drawn form photos I make as guides to my memory and my feelings. It is of great importance 
to me to bring immediate pictorial sensation of the landscape image to the painting. This is part of my aesthet-
ic rational. I relish the extreme rigor involved in descriptively drawing, in paint or line, the particularity of the 
landscape. I strive for a synthesis of art and nature in the compositions.

My paintings are constructed from a process of successes and mistakes made which I  take advantage.  
I make my color by grinding pigment until I have the consistency and intensity I desire. It is the way that I put 
my paint on my canvas and the touch and power in my drawing that is of the utmost importance in making the 
paintings function. My paintings develop from the  drawing, from the pigment, from overlay of drawing and 
tone to scraping out, and glazing: making a color or surface into something it wasn’t a moment before. 
It is the logic of the painting that makes the rules. - Tom Goldenberg, 2014
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Smithfield, Oil on Linen, 2014, 56” x 74” 

The George BIllis Gallery marks its 18th year in the 
Chelsea Art district and its sister gallery is located 
in the burgeoning gallery district of Culver City in 
Los Angeles. for more Information, please conntact 
the gallery via e-mail at gallery@georgebillis.com or 
visit our website at georgebillis.com

Sandro”s Hill, Oil on Linen, 2014, 56” x 74”


